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A Petition to Hadrian of 129 CE 445

CHRISTOPHER P. JONES

1 A Petition to Hadrian of 129 CE*1

The system of petitions to emperors is now illustrated by about a dozen examples,
and indirectly also by petitions addressed to officials in the provinces. Most of the
latter come from Egypt, but in recent years other regions have greatly increased their
number, notably the Middle Euphrates. A petitioner to the emperor wrote his peti-
tion in Greek or Latin on a sheet of papyrus and presented it either personally or
through an intermediary; it was therefore called a «booklet» (libellus, l›bello«,
bibl›dion). The emperor probably dictated rather than wrote a reply in Latin, which
was written up by the official in charge of petitions (a libellis) and, after approval by
the emperor, was inscribed below the petition on the same sheet, and hence was
called a «subscription» (subscriptio, Épograf‹), though other terms such as «order»
(diˇtaji«) also appear. According to the most likely reconstruction of the pro-
cedure, the a libellis or a member of his staff checked the completed document and
certified that it was in order by the notation «I have checked» (recognovi, $nwgnvn).
It was then presented to the emperor, who authenticated the copy by writing in his
own hand, «I have subscribed» or «I have answered» (subscripsi, rescripsi). The
document was then glued to others that he had recently answered, and the resulting
«volume» (liber, teÜxo«), was posted up in a public place such as a stoa or a temple.

1 I have used the following special abbreviations: Adams = J. N. Adams, Bilingualism and
the Latin Language, 2003; Feissel – Gascou = D. Feissel – J. Gascou, Documents d’archives
romains inédits du moyen Euphrate (IIIe s. après J.-C.), JS 1995, 65–120 (= P.Euphrat. 1–5 = SB
XXII 15496–15500); Haensch, Apokrimata = R. Haensch, Apokrimata und Authentica: Do-
kumente römischer Herrschaft in der Sicht der Untertanen, in: R. Haensch – J. Heinrichs,
Herrschen und Verwalten: Der Alltag der römischen Administration in der Hohen Kaiserzeit,
2007; Hauken = T. Hauken, Petition and Response: An Epigraphic Study of Petitions to
Roman Emperors, 1998; Oliver = J. H. Oliver, Greek Constitutions of Early Roman Emper-
ors, 1989; Ritti = T. Ritti (ed.), Museo Archeologico di Denizli-Hierapolis: Catalogo delle Is-
crizioni greche e latine, Distretto di Denizli, 2008. I have many debts: to audiences at the Istituto
di Studi Umanistici, Florence, and at the Kommission für Alte Geschichte und Epigraphik, Mu-
nich, for contributions made at seminars held there in January and March 2009 respectively; to
the contributors to Ritti, especially Francesco Guizzi, for giving me an advance copy of the
relevant pages; to colleagues at the Kommission, notably Rudolf Haensch, Helmut
Müller and Christof Schuler, for generous help; to Gerhard Thür for advice on points
of law; and as always to Glen Bowersock.

*



446 Christopher P. Jones

During this time, the petitioner and any other interested person could make his own
copy.1

After a while, the «volume» was taken down and stored, presumably in the office of
the a libellis. If the original litigant wished to use a copy of the decision later, he would
have it properly witnessed and sealed, and if he had the means, he might also have it
inscribed for permanent display. He might also petition to be given a copy of a deci-
sion relevant to a matter in which he was interested, either in his own favor or to the
disadvantage of another party. A favorable verdict was obviously of great power at law,
not only for the immediate party but also for others later, and papyri show litigants
using imperial subscriptions and judgments of other kinds, and also the equivalent
decisions made by lower officials.2

An important text that illustrates the working of the libellus-procedure was dis-
covered by Thomas Drew-Bear in 1973, but for various reasons remained unpub-
lished. The find-spot was Şapcılar Köy in the Çal Ova, which in ancient terms was the
^°rgaletikÌn ped›on (Hyrgaletici campi) some twenty miles south-west of Phrygian
Eumeneia. Elena Miranda has now provided a partial text with some annotation
and an excellent photograph in a catalog of the inscriptions in the Museum of De-
nizli.3

The stone is carved on a marble stele measuring 121 × 62 × 17 cms, with letters
of 1 cm and interlinear space of 0.5 cm.4 The stele has a gable, and about a quarter of
the way down inclines inwards before continuing vertically. It is broken at the foot,
and may have continued further down. A cross has been scratched on the top left by a
later Christian, perhaps to repel any demonic associations that might reside in this
large and evidently pagan object.

The letters on the left half are reasonably clear down to line 41, where Miranda’s
text and translation end; thereafter I have given the readings copied by Drew-Bear
from the stone. The patronymic in line 29 is separated from the next name by a colon,
and presumably the other names were separated in the same way.

I give a text, apparatus, translation, and line-by-line commentary, reserving certain
general questions for the second part of the discussion. Miranda’s text is based on

1 On the meaning of teÜxo«, P. Sänger, APF 53, 2007, 15–30.
2 I have generally followed the accounts of W. Williams, The Libellus Procedure and the

Severan Papyri, JRS 64, 1974, 86–103, J.-L. Mourgues, Les Formules ‹rescripsi›, ‹recognovi›,
MEFRA 107, 1, 1995, 255–300; see also G. Petzl, I.Smyrna 2, 1 (IGSK 24, 1) 82–83 and
Haensch, Apokrimata. For a request for copies, I.Smyrna 597; the subscriptions of Augustus
to Samos and of Trajan to Miletos found at Aphrodisias must be from such requested copies
(J. M. Reynolds, Aphrodisias and Rome, 1982, nos. 13, 14; Oliver nos. 1, 48).

3 Miranda in Ritti 72–74 no. 16, with Pl. 16 and previous bibliography, p. 74. For the find-
spot of the inscription and its implications, see below.

4 These are the measurements given in Ritti: Drew-Bear’s notes give maximum height
of 1.2 m, width of 62.5 cm at top narrowing to 59.5 further down, thickness of 15 cm, and letters
of 1.2 cm.
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one provided to her by Drew-Bear, and all restorations not explicitly attributed
in the apparatus are his; the siglum DB1 denotes his original text made in front of the
stone, of which I have a copy, while DB(M) indicates his text as reported by Miranda;
J. indicates readings proposed by myself. In a number of places I have relied on Drew-
Bear’s original transcription where the stone is no longer legible in its present con-
dition.

[Pop]l›8 #Ioybent›8 Kwls[8 L. (?) Nerat›8 Markwll8]
[t]Ì b2 Épˇtoi« prÌ çktø kal[andân A\g]o÷stvn, [$n]-
tigegrammwnon kaÏ $ntibe[bl]hm[w]non ã[k] te÷xoy«

4 libwllvn tân prokeimwnv[n ãn ----- ca. 12 --- tá« Ly?]-
k›a«, ãn tÕ sto¹ tÕ kainÕ [----------- ca. 18 ---------- ãs]-
[t]in ãjsfrˇgisma tÌ Épog[egrammwnon ---- ca. 10 --- ã]-
sfragÖsùai kaÏ ÉpografÎ [? bib]l[e]id›o[y pr]okei[mw]-

8 noy kaÏ a\toÜ ãn tÕ sto¹ [------------- ca. 20 -------------]
TETEOS dÏ« presbeytân [------------- ca. 20 -------------]
Panfyl›a«, Än ÉpografÎn [------------ ca. 20 -------------]
v ~ dwhsi« ~ par@ Êrmogwnoy[« 5Aptoy toÜ Ga›?]oy toÜ G[a›]-

12 oy toÜ Mˇrkoy ^°rgalwv« A\to[k]rˇtori Ka›[s]ari
[T]raianˆ Âdrianˆ Se[b]astˆ· [--- ca. 10 --- ãdikˇsa« e.g. ]
k÷rie, metajŒ Łmân kaÏ [#A]pollodfitoy [toÜ deÖno«,]
Dionysopole›toy, ãn #Ap[a]m[e›< prÌ ----- ca. 10 ---- ka]-

16 landân A\go÷stvn· defime[ùa oÛn soy ƒpv« kele÷s>«]
doùánai ŁmeÖn tá« toÜ #A[pollodfitoy Épo?]–
ùwsev« kaÏ tân sân $pof[ˇsevn --- ca. 10 --- ã]jsf[rˇ]-
gisma. Acc(eptus) X kal(endas) Aug(ustas) Apam(eae) in Asia [ --- ca. 15 --- ]

20 [I]mp(erator) Caesar Traianus Hadrianus Augustu[s --- ca. 12 --- ]
[A]ristomeniae per Flabium Tatia[num ------ ca. 15 ------]
[A]lexandro Leontis Apollo[------------- ca. 20 ------------]
[He]rmogeni Apti Gai Gai PAP[ -------- ca. 20 ------------]

24 [Ar]istomenis TETEETB . . . . V [---- ca. 11 ---- permitto]
[eg?]o bobis ex commentariis m[eis describere si quid?]
[e]x s[cr]ibto sive verbis ad bos [------- ca. 12 ------ pro]-
nuntiabi. suscribsi. r[ecognobi. --------- ca. 15 ------------]

28 . LGOSS° . PEINE°SDH[ ------ ca. 10 ------ #Alwjan?]–
[d]ro« #Alejˇndroy · Swjto[« ----------- ca. 20 ------------]
o« Mhnfifanto« [·] Tibwrio« [------------ ca. 20 ------------]
o« Mhnfifilo« ~ Caesar [---------- ca. 20 --------- d(ixit):]

32 ãpeÏ prosfˇt8 TV [----------------- ca. 25 ------------------]
. ° xrfinon . AITA . TL . . T ------------ ca. 25 -------------
. ERAONTATHII . . TAII --------------- ca. 25 -------------
SIS $pagore÷v [soÏ?] mht[w ----------- ca. 15 ------ kat?]–

f

f

f

f f

f

f

f

f
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36 [w]xein pyrÌn plÎn toÜ G ---------------- ca. 20 -------------
[k]aÏ kreiùÎn LEI ------------------ ca. 25 -----------------
[s]terwsimo« östai kaÏ ------------- ca. 12 ------ IPLV . . . .
tÕ zhm›< EKKTEIEDIS ----------- ca. 15 --------------------

40 diar‹dhn soi eúrhtai -------------- ca. 25 -------------------
.« p[l]hr §vtai ----------------------- ca. 30 ----------------
------------------- X¯LTH . S . O -----------------------
------------------- SOMG ------------------------------

44 ------------------- IT ----------------------------------
------------------- OIGEOSO . S ------------------------
------------------- APOD ------------------------------
------------------- E -----------------------------------

48 ------------------- TO° -------------------------------
------------------- CA¯ --------------------------------
------------------- S . . . O -----------------------------
------------------- IIIGI . . . . TAIS ----------------------

52 ------------------- MHS°IIAB -------------------------

1: [Po]y[b]l›8 DB(M): [Pop]l›8 M.
4/5: . . . AS DB1: KIAS DB(M): [tá« Ly?]/k›a« J.
5/6: [ãs]/tin J.
6/7: [ã]/sfragÖsùai J.: (7) sfrag›sùai M.
7/8: °POGRAFH . . . L.IDIOD . . O . OGEI . . . . / NO° DB1: ÉpografÎ[n bibl]eid›on [--- ca. 8

----] / noy DB(M): ÉpografÎ [? bib]l[e]id›o[y pr]okei[mw]/noy J.
10: ÉpografÎn J.: Épografán[ai] DB(M)
11: ^Ermogwnoy[« 5Aptoy toÜ Ga›?]oy J.: ^Ermogwnoy[« ---- ca. 12 ---]oy DB(M)
13: [ --- ca. 10 --- ãdikˇsa« e.g.] J.
16: defime[ùa oÛn soy ƒpv« keleysÕ«] J. (defime[ùa] already DB1)
17/18: #A[pollodfitoy pro]/ùwsev« J.: A[--- ca. 11 ---]ùwsev« DB(M)
18: $pof[ˇsevn] DB1: $nof[eilân] M.
19: acc(eptus) J.: acc(epta) DB(M)
23: Apti Gai Gai Pap- J.: APTIGAIGAIPAP DB(M)
24: TETEETB . . . . V J.: TETEETBIH PV DB1: TETEE++LI --- ca. 20 --- DB(M): to right, [--- ca.

10 --- permitto] J.
25: [describere si quid? ] J.
26/27: [pro]/nuntiabi J.
27/28: . . . . . . . / H . GOSK . PEINE°SDH DB1: . . . . . . . /+LGOSS°.PEINE°SAN DB(M)
28/29: [#Alwjan/d]ro« (?) J.
31: [d(ixit)]) J.
32: prosfˇt8 TV DB1: prosfˇtv« + DB(M)
33: . ° xrfinon . AI J: . ° xrfinon . . . . DB1: +y xrfinon +AOTA+TAT DB(M)
34: . ERAONTATHII . . TAII DB1: -tera ònta HFATAT M.
35: [soÏ] mht[w] J.: . . . MHT DB(M)
35/36: [kat/w]xein (?) J.
37: LEI J.: LESLDA . A . DB1: LE+ DB(M)
39: EKKTEIEDIS DB1: EKKTEI+DIS DB(M)
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«P. Iuventius Celsus and L. Neratius Marcellus being consuls for the second time, eight
days before the Kalends of August, copied and checked from the volume (4) of peti-
tions displayed [in ------- of Ly]cia (?) in the New Stoa … the (document) below is a
copy … to have been sealed also a subscript of a petition (8) (that was) additionally
(? or : there?) displayed with others in the stoa … (unintelligible), son of the same (?),
ambassadors … of Pamphylia, which subscript (?) …

Request from Hermogenes [son of Aptus, grandson of Gaius, great-grandson of
Gaius, great-great-grandson (?)] (12) of Marcus, to Emperor Caesar Traianus Hadria-
nus Augustus. [You judged (?),] sire, between us and Apollodotus, [son of ---], of
Dionysopolis, in Apamea [on the --- day before the] (16) Kalends of August. We beg,
[therefore, that you order (?)] to be given to us a [---] copy of Apollodotus’ [statement
(?)] and of your verdicts.

Received ten days before the Kalends of August at Apamea in Asia.
(20) Emperor Caesar Traianus Hadrianus Augustus to --- Aristomenia through

the agency of Flavius Tatianus, [---] Alexander son of Leo, Apollo- [son of ---,]
Hermogenes son of Aptus, son of Gaius, son of Gaius, Pap[-----, ----- son of ] (24)
Aristomenes, (unintelligible). [I permit (?)] you to [copy] from my records [whatever
(?)] I pronounced [to you ---] in writing or verbally. I have subscribed. I have checked.

[. . . . the ] (28) (unintelligible) [Alexand]er (?), son of Alexander, Sextus -------us
Menophantus, Tiberius [-------]us Menophilus.

Caesar [---- said: ] (32) Since recent … time … being the … I forbid [you (?)]
either … [to with]hold (?) wheat except the … and barley … will be forfeit and …
double (?) … the penalty … you explicitly said … is paid in full …»

Lines 1–5. The general sense of these lines is clear from other petitions. Thus a well
known one from Scaptopara in Thrace, even though the text of that is not fully assured:
Fulvio Pio and Pontio Proculo cons. XVII kal. Ian., descriptum et recognitum factum ex
libro libellorum rescriptorum a domino nostro (name and titles of Gordian III) et pro-
positorum Romae in porticu thermarum Traianarum in verba quae i(nfra) s(cripta)
s(unt). A recently published rescript from Septimius Severus and Caracalla to the
coloni of Tymion and Simoe in Phrygia begins: ãggegrammwnon kaÏ $ntibeblhmwnon
ãk te÷xoy« [biblid›]vn ãpidoùwntvn toÖ« kyr›oi« a\tokrˇ[torsi kaÏ] proteùwntvn
ãn peristfi8 Uermân Tra[ianân] $ntigrafá« kaùø« \pogwgraptai.5

Line 1. The consuls are P. Juventius Celsus and L. Neratius Marcellus, the ordinarii
and consules iterum of 129, with their names expressed in the dative representing
the Latin ablative, as not infrequently in Greek inscriptions. The date is thus July 25th,
129, and since Celsus, also a notable jurisconsult, was proconsul of Asia either in
128/29 or 129/30, he could have been holding that position at the time of this docu-

5 Scaptopara: latest text in Hauken 85–86. Tymion and Simoe: P. Lampe – W. Tabbernee,
EA 27, 2004, 169–178 (SEG 53, 2003, 1517). The bare genitive $ntigrafá« is disturbing: possibly
[met’] $ntigrafá«, if more room is possible at the beginning of the line.
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ment. Miranda’s text assumes a line of 41 letters, as opposed to lines 2, 3, and 12,
which can be restored completely with 36, 38, and 37 letters respectively; it also lacks
the iteration that is expected after the name of Juventius Celsus. I do not see how to re-
solve this difficulty, except by assuming an abbreviation of Marcellus’ praenomen or
cognomen.6

Line 4, libwllvn. The text uses this transliteration of the Latin libellus here, but the
usual Greek equivalent bibl(e)›dion in line 7. This seems to be the first attestation of
this borrowing, which becomes normal in Egypt only in the fourth century, though
P.Euphrates 1 of 245 has the abbreviation l(›)b(ello«).7

Lines 4–5. After the participle prokeimwnv[n] and before the mention of the «New
Stoa» in line 5, there must have been the name of a city: thus in the Scaptopara peti-
tion quoted above, Romae in porticu thermarum Traianarum, and in P.Euphrates 1,
#EpÏ Épˇ(tvn) … Fil›ppoy SebastoÜ kaÏ Mess›oy TittianoÜ prÌ pwnte Kal(andân)
Septembr(›vn) … ãn #Antio(xe›<) kol(vn›<) mhtropfilei ãn taÖ« ÂdrianaÖ« ùerm§e«.8

Line 5. The first four letters of this line seem clearly to be KIAS, and they should
represent the end of a word denoting the province or (possibly) lesser region contain-
ing the city in which the replies were posted, as in Apam(eae) in Asia in line 10. If a
province, there would seem to be only two possibilities, [tá« Ly]k›a« and [tá« Kap-
pado]k›a«, of which the first is more likely for reasons given below, «The Chronology
of Hadrian’s Travels».

Lines 6–11 are highly problematic, since they have no exact parallel, and accord-
ingly the interpretation of much of the rest of the document must also remain uncer-
tain.

Line 6. TIN can only represent [----- ãs]tin, and in combination with
ãjsfrˇgisma tÌ Épog[egrammwnon] this phrase appears to be equivalent to the for-
mula, often abbreviated, in verba quae infra scripta sunt; a Berlin papyrus has ãn ̊  bib-
lid›8 ãngegrammwna Òn t@ Épogegrammwna (BGU III 970, 5). I cannot find a precise
Greek parallel, though some phrase such as [di@ tân ®hmˇtvn ìn ãs]tin would fit the
space. The emperor Julian, writing to the citizens of Bostra and including a verbatim
quotation from their bishop in a letter to himself, adds: taÜta gˇr ãstin ÉpÍr Émân
toÜ ãpiskfipoy t@ ®‹mata.9

6 Scaptopara: Hauken, 74–139. Celsus: PIR2 I 882, B. E. Thomasson, Laterculi Praesidum 1,
225 no. 117, favoring 129/30; in favor of 128/129, W. Eck, Chiron 13, 1983, 167, J.-L. Ferrary,
CRAI 2005, 763–765. Marcellus: PIR2 N 55. For the Greek dative influenced by the Latin ablative
absolute, J. and L. Robert, Bull. ép. 1966, 239; 1977, 419 (p. 395); Adams 504. For abbreviation
of Roman names, especially gentilicia, in Greek inscriptions, L. Robert, OMS II 864–867 (REA
1960).

7 Feissel – Gascou 66 and n. 7 there, referring to this inscription.
8 P.Euphrates 1, 1–2.
9 Julian, Ep. 114 Bidez-Cumont (437d).
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Line 7. The verb prokeÖsùai should mean «be displayed» rather than merely «be
available» in some kind of bureau or office, as has been suggested.10

Line 8. The phrase kaÏ a\toÜ, if it means «it too», could suggest that the text has now
moved on to discussing another document. The so-called Columbia Apocrimata,
headed $nt›grafa $pokrimˇtvn !pro"teùwntvn ãn tÕ sto¹ toÜ gymnas›oy, form a
collection of imperial responses without the corresponding petitions, issued over three
days, and give a sense of the variety of such petitions that could be displayed together.11

Alternatively, this second document might be, not another imperial response, but the
extract from the commentarii that began in lines 20.12 A third possibility, though re-
mote, is that a\toÜ is the adverb «there», which is not rare in post-classical prose.13

Line 9. The remnants of this line, TETEOS dÏ« presbeytân, are mysterious. d›«
presumably means «son of a man of the same name». If so, the preceding letters are
part or all of a masculine name in the genitive, and -eo« for classical -ev« is not rare;
there might then be a connection with the equally mysterious TETE in line 24, though
I do not know of a name such as Teth«. Another name and patronymic could then
have preceded at the end of line 8, both names being in apposition with the following
presbeytân. On these «ambassadors», see below, «Chronology».

Line 10. I have preferred the noun Épograf‹n to the aorist passive infinitive Épo-
grafán[ai], though this is not excluded.

Line 11. Here the petitioner’s name and origin are given in the genitive as Êr-
mogwnoy[«] or Êrmogwnoy … ^°rgalwv«, and the intervening genitives presumably
represent forebears (though such strings of forebears are unparalleled in petitions). If
that is right, he should also be the person mentioned in Latin in line 23 as [He]rmo-
geni APTIGAIGAI, and in the present line there is just space for Êrmogwnoy [5Aptoy
toÜ Ga›]oy toÜ G[a›]oy toÜ Mˇrkoy. In such a series, the first toÜ can be omitted,
as for example at Phrygian Hierapolis Ł sorÌ« kaÏ Ç perÏ a\tÎn tfipo« [lejˇndroy
Êrmogwnoy« toÜ [ma[nt›oy(?)] toÜ [lejˇndroy.14 If that is right, GAIGAI in 23

could represent Hermogenes’ father and grandfather, but it will follow that PAP fol-
lowing GAIGAI in 23 is the beginning of a new name, and that Hermogenes’ great-
great-grandfather Marcus was omitted in that line.15

10 A. D’Ors – F. Martín, Propositio libellorum, AJPh 100, 1979, 111–124; for a defense of
the usual view, W. Williams, ZPE 40, 1980, 283–294.

11 proposito …: PSI IX 1026, 1–2. Proteùwntvn …: BGU III 970, 5 (Chrestomathie II 242).
Columbia Apocrimata: P.Col. 123; Oliver, nos. 226–238. On these see now Haensch, Apo-
krimata 215–218.

12 For authenticated copies of extracts from commentarii, Haensch, in: M.-F. Boussac –
A. Invernizzi (ed.), Archives et sceaux du monde hellénistique, 1996, 458–460.

13 See the article in Stephanus–Dindorf, Thesaurus, much fuller than the one in LSJ.
14 Altertümer von Hierapolis no. 183, cf. 117, 138, 184, 206, etc. On toÜ as part of the pre-

vious name, not the following, Bull. ép. 1973, 238, with bibliography.
15 It has been suggested to me that PAP represents the Roman tribe Pap(iria), but there is no

sign that this person was a Roman citizen.
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Line 13. After Se[b]astˆ the titles of Hadrian might have continued with
#Olymp›8, which he begins to be accorded in 129.16 That will leave only a few letters at
the end of the line before k÷rie in 14, which cannot be the first word of its sentence,
and should not be followed by a colon, as it is by Miranda. Thus in all five petitions
that make up P.Euphrates 1–5, k÷rie is the second or third word of the sentence;
domine behaves similarly in the letters of Pliny to Trajan. Hence the missing word or
phrase in line 13 presumably indicated that the emperor had previously judged be-
tween the parties, for instance ãdikˇsa«. Since the petition goes on to ask for a copy of
his verdicts (see below), either a conjunction such as ãpe› preceded the verb in 13, or
(as I have assumed) an inferential particle such as oÛn followed defimeùa in line 16.

Line 14. The patronymic of Apollodotos must have occupied the rest of the line.
Line 15. The petition was posted eight days before the Kalends of August (25th July),

and the Ides of July fell on the 15th, so that the hearing occurred at the earliest on the
next day, seventeen days before the Kalends. If I have rightly calculated ten as the
number of missing letters, a numeral such as triaka›deka (the 20th) or higher is likely.

Line 16. dwomai can introduce either an infinitive or an indirect command followed
by ¬na or ƒpv« and the subjunctive. Since doùánai in 17 could mean «be permitted»
(LSJ s.v. d›dvmi III 1), as well as «be given», there is some uncertainty about the con-
struction here, but the general sense is that Hermogenes wishes Hadrian to order that
he receive access to some document or documents. The parallel texts strongly suggest
that some form of the verb kele÷v followed dwomai. Thus P.Oxy. 2, 237 VII 11, dwomai
keleÜsa› se grafánai tÕ strathg›< tˇ« te xorhg›a« $pod›dosùa› moi kat@ kairfin,
ktl.; P.Oxy. 65, 4481, 10, dwomai, ãˇn soy tÕ t÷x> dfij>, keleÜsai grafánai tˆ
toÜ nomoÜ strathgˆ ƒpv« ãpanagkˇs> a\tÎn pareÖnai; TAM V 3, 1417 (Hauken
58–73, Kemaliye), toÜto defimeù# $pidfinta« Ém»« … keleÜsai; P.Euphrates 1, 13ff.,
defimeùˇ soy keleÜsai di# Épografá« soy Klayd›8 #Ar›!s"tvni … ãn $kera›8
pˇnta thrhùánai. The petition of Sextilius Acutianus from Smyrna is especially close,
asking Pius to order that he be given copies of Hadrian’s commentarii: diÌ [dwoma›
soy,?] filfiùee kaÏ filˇnùrvpe KaÖsar, keleÜsai doùána› moi t@ $nt›grafa tân
Épomnhmˇtvn, Ñ« kaÏ Ç ùeÌ« patÎr synexØrhsen.17

Line 17. A lacuna of only about eleven letters after the final alpha, as indicated by
Miranda, would produce a line of thirty letters in all, when the expected average is
about 38 (see on line 1); hence the number of missing letters should be more like 18.
The first letter of the line, though damaged, must be omicron, which is not possible in
this combination, or theta (phi has been suggested to me, but seems excluded by com-
parison with the phi’s in lines 10, 30, etc., which have very marked verticals.) Hermo-
genes is clearly requesting a copy of more than one document, and the first such docu-
ment is (in the genitive) tá« toÜ A[--- ca. 18 --- ]ùwsev«. It is tempting to suppose that

16 A. Balland, Fouilles de Xanthos VII: Inscriptions d’époque impériale du Létôon, 1981,
58. On this title, not part of Hadrian’s official titulature, C. P. Jones, JRA 19, 2006, 153.

17 I.Smyrna 597, 5–7 (Ù is not necessary in line 5).
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this is something belonging to Apollodotos, the other party in the case, whose name
in the genitive will then occupy ten broad letters, leaving a further six or so. A possible
supplement, though still rather short for the space, is [Épo]ùwsev«, «case-statement»,
«complaint». This sense is well attested in Roman Egypt: Preisigke glosses it as
«Prozessgrund, Streitanlass, Klagegegenstand, Tatbestand», Liddell and Scott
more narrowly as «case at law, lawsuit», citing OGIS 665, 18, KaÏ nÜn ãn tÕ Lib÷vn
mˇlista ögnvn Époùwsei, and P.Oxy. 237 VII 34, TeitianÌn tÌn Łgemone÷santa
Çmo›a« Époùwsev« $ko÷santa.18 «Complaint» finds support from line 40, diar‹dhn
soi eúrhtai if, as seems likely, that means «You clearly said» rather than «You were
clearly told».

Line 18. The other document of which Hermogenes requests a copy is in the plural,
tân sân followed by three letters that DB read as APO, restoring $pof[ˇsevn]
(I do not understand Miranda’s $nof[eilân]). $pfifasi« and the corresponding
verb $pofa›nomai are usual for judicial decisions; Liddell and Scott cite P.Tebt.
286, 10–11, a record of a hearing at Tebtynis under Hadrian, $kolo÷ùv« taÖ« toÜ
kyr›oy Łmân $pofˇsesi; ibid. 22–24, t@« $nagnvsùe›sa« toÜ ùeoÜ TraianoÜ kaÏ toÜ
kyr›oy Łmân $pofˇsei«.19 To the right, Drew-Bear read SSF, so that [ã]jsf[rˇ]- is
preferable to ãsf[rˇ]-, which does not seem to be attested. There is space for about
eight letters between $pof[ˇsevn] and [ã]jsf[rˇ]-, and it could have contained an
infinitive dependent on doùánai, «be allowed», such as labeÖn; alternatively, assuming
doùánai to mean «be given», there could have been an epithet or participle signifying
«authentic», «valid», for instance k÷rion.20

Line 19. Since the subject must be libellus, ACC should stand for acc(eptus), not
acc(epta) as supplied by Miranda.21 This is presumably an annotation made in the
office of the a libellis on receipt of the petition, and is not connected to the imperial
reply that follows in line 20ff. The somewhat cursive style of the Latin lettering,
notably the curved v’s and the g’s ending in a hook rather than a line, could suggest
that the mason was trying to imitate the appearance of the original in order to give
more authority to the text.22

Lines 20–27 contain the imperial subscript, which is addressed not to Hermogenes
alone but to several recipients, and moreover his name appears far down the list. Sev-
eral explanations are possible. Hermogenes may be speaking on behalf of the whole

18 Preisigke, Wörterbuch der griechischen Papyrusurkunden II 660; cf. LSJ s.v. Épfiùesi«
II 2, «case at law, lawsuit».

19 LSJ s.v. $pfifasi« 1; H. J. Mason, Greek Terms for Roman Institutions, American Studies
in Papyrology 13, 1974, 25, 130.

20 k÷rion: LSJ s.v. II 2.
21 Hauken 309 n. 51, citing this text. Note also P.Yadin 16, 36 (N. Lewis, Documents from

the Bar Kokhba Period in the Cave of Letters, Judean Desert Studies 2, 1989), the subscript of a
prefect of cavalry: PreÖsko« … ãdejˇmhn tÕ prÌ mi»« nvnân Dekembr›vn and consular date;
P.Euphrates 5 (SB XXII 15500), acceptavi.

22 On this practice, Haensch, Apokrimata 218–219.
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group, as Aurelius Archodes does in one of the Euphrates papyri.23 Alternatively, the
petitions of the other persons named in Hadrian’s reply were unconnected with his,
but since all were requests for the same favor, that of copying the imperial commenta-
rii, the emperor answered them collectively.24

Line 20. The lacuna to the right might have contained some further title of Hadrian
(perhaps procos.), and almost certainly a gentile name for Aristomenia in line 20, e.g.
Flaviae.

Lines 21. The first petitioner, Aristomenia, may have taken precedence as a Roman
citizen (see on line 20). Her name is virtually without parallel, though Aristomenes is
not rare and occurs just below. She is represented by a man, Flavius Tatianus, perhaps
a relative, as Roman law usually required of women who lacked the ius trium libero-
rum.25 Flabium reflects an assimilation of the sound of b and v in spoken Latin, and re-
curs below in bos, nuntiabi and presumably r[ecognobi].26

Lines 22–24. As far as can be judged, all the men whose names follow are listed
without the customary f(ilius), the Latin being influenced by Greek practice through a
process of «interference». On the genitives following Hermogeni, see above on line 13.
Aptus is a known cognomen, here seemingly functioning as a Greek name, and pap-
represents a root common in Anatolia, as in Papos. On the mysterious TETE see above
on line 9.27

Lines 25–27. These, containing the emperor’s subscript, appear to have their closest
parallel in the petition of Acutianus from Smyrna: Imp(erator) Caesar T(itus) Aelius
Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius Sextilio Acutiano: sententiam divi patris mei, si
quid pro sententia dixit, describere tibi permitto. rescripsi. recogn(ovi).28 Here the clause
corresponding to si quid pro sententia dixit seems to come last, so that the main verb
should have appeared in line 24, e.g. [permitto / eg]o bobis ex commentariis m[eis de-
scribere si quid / e]x s[cr]ibto sive verbis ad bos [--- ca. 10 --- pro]/nuntiabi. suscribsi.
r[ecognobi]. Pronuntiare is the usual term for the pronouncing of a judicial decision
(decretum), but the phrase [e]x s[cr]ibto sive verbis is unusual; I defer discussion of the
legal implications to the relevant section below. The spelling s[cr]ibto, like suscribsi in
the next line, represents «progressive assimilation» whereby the second consonant in a
cluster changes the sound of the first.29

23 P.Euphrates 1 = SB XXII 15496 (Feissel-Gascou 73). For petitions presented by a single
representative, Williams (n. 2) 94 with n. 61.

24 For similar collective replies in Egypt, Haensch, ZPE 100, 1994, 493–495.
25 R. van Bremen, The Limits of Participation: Women and Civic Life in the Greek East in

the Hellenistic and Roman Periods, 1996, 206–207, 226–228.
26 M. Leumann, Lateinische Laut- und Formenlehre, 1977, 159, s. 164 c.
27 Omission of f(ilius): ThLL VI 1, 753, 63–70; Adams 512, 532. Aptus: H. Solin – O. Sa-

lomies, Repertorium nominum gentilium et cognominum Latinorum, 1994, 294. Names with
root pap-: C. P. Jones, JRA 17, 2004, 481 n. 28.

28 I.Smyrna 597, 8–9.
29 Leumann (n. 26) 196 s. 197f.
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Line 27. Other petitions contain a phrase similar to the suscribsi, r[ecognobi], cor-
rectly restored by the editors here, though in all other instances the verb is scripsi or re-
scripsi. The thesis of Wilcken that recogno(v)i is a notation of an official, probably
the a libellis, is confirmed by the dossier from Takina, in which Caracalla signs his
reply rescripsi, after which there is the notation M. #Of›llio« Uefidvro« [$]nwgnvn.30

In the petition of Acutianus, the words rescripsi. recogn(ovi) are followed by the no-
tation undevicesimus, a date by day, month, and consular year, all in Latin; next there is
the word ãsfrag›sùh followed by the consular date in Greek, and then the verb pará-
san and eight names in Greek. In the Takina inscription of 212/13, the «signature» of
the a libellis is followed by the words [kaÏ ãsfrˇ]gisan and then by the names of seven
signatories, all M. Aurelii. It is natural to assume that the signatories in the present
case are attesting merely to the correctness of the copy, but they may also be members
of the imperial consilium, persons familiar with local conditions, not highly placed
amici Caesaris such as the signatories to the Tabula Banasitana.31 The question partly
depends on the difficult line 28. The editors print +LGOS S° . PEINE°SAN, where
their + appears to indicate an undistinguishible letter: this seems correct, except that
the gamma might be a tau. The first five letters could represent [ãjsfrag›s/m]ato«, or
possibly [$jiØ/m]ato«, «petition».32 The immediately following ones suggest some
part of a verb ending in -eyv, for instance, assuming the reversal of epsilon and pi,
sy[n]!ep"ine÷san[te«].33 I prefer, however, to leave the line unrestored.

Lines 28–31. In this list of names, the first person named, Alexander son of Alex-
ander, lacks the Roman citizenship, whereas the praenomina Sextus and Tiberius sug-
gest that at least two of the others were Romans. The space to the right of lines 29 and
30 seems too long for the tria nomina of only one person unless his filiation was given,
and the precise number of signatories must remain uncertain.

Line 31. If the reconstruction offered so far is roughly correct, and the first part of
the document contains Hermogenes’ request for a copy of the emperor’s decision,
then the Latin Caesar in the middle of line 31 must indicate that the new section of the
text has begun, and one that is in fact the earliest in time: the extract from the imperial
commentarii requested by Hermogenes. It is odd that the statement (Épfiùesi«) of
Apollodotos is not also inscribed (unless it came in the last lines), but presumably the
plaintiffs decided to memorialize only that part of their copy that had real import-
ance. For the form of the extract, the famous inscription of El Dmeir in Syria contain-

30 Hauken, 217–243, with text 220–224 (lines 11–12). A new text in S. Destephen, EA 40,
2007, 160–162.

31 A. N. Sherwin-White, JRS 63, 1973, 90. For locals in the consilium of provincial govern-
ors, P. R. C. Weaver, in: P. McKechnie (ed.), Thinking like a Lawyer: Essays on Legal History
and General History for John Crook on his eightieth Birthday, 2002, 43–62, esp. 55–57. On the
number of persons required to attest to Roman documents, Haensch (n. 12) 463–474.

32 For this sense of $j›vma, LSJ s.v. II 3; Mason (n. 19) 23; Oliver no. 1, 1 (Augustus to
Samos): P.Yadin 13, 1; 33, 1, 4.

33 This reading was suggested in my seminar in Munich.
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ing a similar hearing of an imperial cognitio provides the best epigraphic parallel. This
begins with a notation of the date and certain formal details, including the names of
the plaintiff, the defensor Goharienorum, and the defendant, a manceps (contractor or
lessee); it then continues with an extract from the commentarii. The speakers are
usually recorded by their bare names in Latin followed by d(ixit), while their speeches,
or the summaries of them, are in Greek; Caracalla’s one intervention, also in Greek, is
prefaced by Antoninus Aug(ustus) d(ixit). As at Şapcılar, the reason for recording the
hearing is that the Goharieni had won their case, and wished to display a permanent
record of it.34

Here, therefore, the Latin word Caesar was followed, not necessarily immediately,
by d(ixit). The first words of line 32, ãpeÏ prosfˇt8, could be the beginning of the
emperor’s speech, but not much can be made of what follows. He is clearly addressing
Apollodotos. He seems to forbid him to do something with reference to wheat and
barley; in line 34, the traces might support tÎn kataj›a[n] (suggested by H. Müller).
The simple öxein seems unlikely in 36, and a compound verb such as [kat]wxein, «se-
questrate» or «withhold» seems preferable. The letters IPL further along in line 36,
suggest [d]ipl-, and hence a reference to the poena dupli of Roman law (see further
below). If Apollodotos disobeys, something will become «confiscated» or «forfeit»
(sterwsimo«, 40), a very rare adjective.35 He has «clearly stated» something, presum-
ably in his complaint (40: soi eúrhtai might mean «you were clearly told», but that
seems less likely); the subjunctive plhr §vtai in 41, possibly preceded by õv«, might
have the sense of «to make good,» «pay in full».36

Line 49. This may be in Latin script, and represent Ca[esar]. If so, that could begin a
second imperial judgment, and explain the plural $pofˇsei« in line 18.

Structure

The structure of the document implied by the previous discussion, and the dates of
each part where known, are as follows:37

A (lines 1–11): preliminary notation dated 25 July, 129 (a.d. VIII kal. Aug.), con-
cerning the copying and witnessing of the following petition, as displayed in the «New
Stoa» of a city of Lycia (?).

B (lines 11–19): copy of the petition of Hermogenes to Hadrian, referring to a pre-
vious decision taken by him at Apamea on the 16th of the same July or a few days later

34 El Dmeir: SEG 17, 759; F. Millar, The Emperor in the Roman World, 1977, 535–536;
Adams 383, 391. For the contrast in this respect with judicial hearings recorded in papyri,
Haensch, Typisch römisch?, in: H. Börm – N. Ehrhardt – J. Wiesehöfer, Monumentum
et instrumentum inscriptum, 2008, 117–125.

35 To the examples in LSJ, notably OGIS 515, 29 (I.Mylasa 605), add I.Knidos 35,10.
36 LSJ s.v. plhrfiv III 5.
37 This replaces my previous summary, AJPh 108, 1987, 703.
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(a.d. --- kal. Aug.), and requesting permission to make or receive a copy of the state-
ment (?) of the other party, Apollodotos, and of the emperor’s decisions.

C (line 19): annotation of receipt of the petition, dated 23 July (a.d. X kal. Aug.) «in
Apamea of Asia».

D (lines 20–27): Hadrian’s reply, addressed to several petitioners including Hermo-
genes, and giving them access to his commentarii.

E (lines 27–31). Names of the witnesses to the correctness of the copy of the petition
and reply (?).

F (line 31ff.) The extract from the commentarii, containing so far as preserved only
the emperor’s own words.

Presuming that the list of witnesses refers to the petition and reply preceding, not
to the extract from the commentarii that follows, the chronological order is F, B, C, D,
A, E.

The Chronology of Hadrian’s Travels in 129

The dating of the various parts of this document impinges on vexed questions of
Hadrian’s movements in the year 129. The Historia Augusta is less than helpful about
his «Third Journey», indicating only that he visited Athens, Asia, possibly Cappadocia
(though the reference need not imply that he visited it), Antioch, Pelusium, and
Egypt, where the account breaks off.38 For 129, the points fixed by other evidence
are these. He arrived in Ephesos in 129, presumably in the spring, and was in Phrygian
Laodicea five days before the Kalends of a month of which the name is lost, but which
must be July, that is, on June 28th. Malalas asserts that he was in Antioch of Syria on a
23rd of June, which has often been assumed to be that of 129, but if that date is right at
all, this cannot be the year.39

The usual view of his movements after leaving Laodicea or (when the Şapcılar in-
scription became known) Apamea has been that he proceeded eastwards along the
great east-west highway leading inland from Ephesos, reached the Euphrates in Cap-
padocia, and then turned south to winter in Antioch; a minority, W. Weber and
more recently A. Balland, have supposed that he turned south from Phrygia to the
Lycian coast.40 Here the evidence of the new inscription intervenes, though not deci-
sively. If line 4/5 is correctly restored to contain the word [Ly]k›a«, then Hadrian must

38 Hist. Aug. 13. 6–14. 7. On his route see especially H. Halfmann, Itinera principum, 1986,
192–193, 204–206; R. Syme, ZPE 73, 1988, 159–170 = Roman Papers VI 346–357, especially 163
= 350–351; A. R. Birley, Hadrian: The Restless Emperor, 1997, 221–227.

39 Ephesos: Oliver no. 82A = I.Ephesos V 1487–1488. Laodicea: IG XII 3, 177 = IGRR IV
1033 = Oliver no. 68. Malalas 278 Bonn, kaÏ ãpetwlesen Ç a\tÌ« [drianÌ« YortÎn tân phgân
mhnÏ dais›8 tˆ kaÏ åoyn›8 kg2: cf. W. Weber, Untersuchungen zur Geschichte des Kaisers Ha-
drianus, 1907, 231–232.

40 Majority view: e.g. Birley (n. 38) 224. Minority: Weber (previous n.) 224–226; Bal-
land (n. 16) 66–74.
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have been somewhere in Lycia only two days after being in Apamea. That in turn raises
the question of Lycia’s northern boundaries at this time, since it is inconceivable that
he could have got far into the province so soon. If he turned south from Apamea, his
route would have been along the Via Sebaste that skirted the north side of the Lacus
Ascanius (Burdur Gölü) and then divided, a side-branch leading south-west into the
upper valley of the Xanthos, while the main road continued south-east towards Pam-
phylia. Though the northern boundary of Lycia at this time is uncertain, it seems to
have advanced northwards in the first and second centuries, and may already have in-
cluded cities north of the Lacus Ascanius; if so, Hadrian could have entered the prov-
ince within a few days of leaving Apamea.41 It may also be relevant that just west of
the bifurcation already mentioned, Alan Hall found inscriptions that revealed a
Hadrianopolis, the Hadriane of the Notitiae Dignitatum, and such foundations some-
times commemorate a visit of the emperor, for instance at Hadrianoutherai of Mysia.42

The supplement [Kappadok]›a«, though it suits the prevailing view of Hadrian’s
route, would necessitate an impossibly fast journey for an interval of two days.

A consideration in favor of the southern route, whether the emperor later diverged
south-west towards the Xanthos valley or south-east towards Pamphylia, might be
the mention of «ambassadors» and «Pamphylia» in lines 9 and 10. Given the state of
the text, it is unwise to speculate at length about these ambassadors, but they could be
representatives of the Hyrgaleis who had trailed after the emperor as far as Pamphylia;
ambassadors were often forced to take long journeys, as when Marcus Aurelius ad-
judicated a dispute between the Athenians and Herodes Atticus while on the Danube.43

The Location of the Hyrgaleis

The stone’s discovery at Şapcılar shows that this is the area of the Hyrgaleis, who un-
like their neighbors of Dionysopolis were not at this time organized as a city, but were
presumably spread over one or more of the valleys named after them, the Elder Pliny’s
Hyrgaletici campi; the coins of the third century show that they had a boyl‹, so that
they had probably become a pfili« by that time. Ramsay was the first to identify this
region with the Çalova, the large valley on the right bank of the Maeander where the
river turns sharply north-west after coming south-west from the territory of Eume-
neia. The famous inscription listing the conventus-cities of Asia under the Flavians

41 Barrington Atlas 65 D 1–3; more detailed maps in A. S. Hall, AS 36, 1986, 138;
D. French, EA 17, 1991, 66; M. Christol – T. Drew-Bear, GRBS 32, 1991, 399. Boundary of
Lycia to the north-west: French 56; Destephen (n. 30) 146–173, especially 158, with further
bibliography. It now appears that Caunos on the south-west was also part of Lycia in Hadrian’s
reign: Chr. Marek, Die Inschriften von Kaunos, 2006, 214–215.

42 Hall (previous n.) 141; Barrington Atlas 65 D 3. Hadrianoutherai and other foundations
in Mysia: Robert, BCH 102, 1978, 443 = Documents d’Asie Mineure, 1987, 138.

43 Philostr. soph. 2. 1. 11, pp. 67–69 Kayser, cf. the famous letter of M. Aurelius to the Athe-
nians, Oliver no. 184 (SEG 29, 127).
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shows that, like Dionysopolis, the Hyrgaleis belonged to the conventus-district of Apa-
mea, where Hadrian heard the present case. Pliny does not name them among the
communities of the district, evidently lumping them in with the ignobiles unworthy of
mention.44 Dionysopolis, which he does mention, is more considerable, being a foun-
dation of Eumenes II when the Peace of Apamea had given him the larger part of the
Asian territory of Antiochus III. Its site was long disputed, but Louis Robert argued
that like the Hyrgaleis it lay on the right bank of the Maeander, perhaps in the north of
the valley. The present inscription confirms this view, without permitting a more pre-
cise location.45

Legal implications

In imperial and other hearings recorded in documents and the law-codes, there is nat-
urally a distinction between the strictly verbal arguments, which may be expressed
in Greek, and the final verdict, which the judge reads out from a written text and in
Latin: the phrase used is $pÌ pinak›do« or ex tabella.46 In the Martyrdom of Pionius,
where the proconsul’s interrogation is said to be copied from official records, he ques-
tions Pionius directly in Greek, and when at last convinced of his obstinacy says
to him, again in Greek, «Since you are eager for death, you will be burned alive.» He
expresses his formal verdict, however, in the third person and in Latin: «And it was
read out from a tablet ($pÌ pinak›do«) in Latin, ‹Pionius having confessed to being a
Christian, we have ordered him to be burned alive›.» (M. Pionii 20. 6–7). In this in-
scription, by contrast, the verdicts are expressed in the second person and in Greek,
which could suggest that they were not issued ex tribunali (prÌ b‹mato«), but by the
much less well-attested procedure of interlocutio de plano (xam»ùen), in which the em-
peror or a lower official issued a verbal decision outside the structured setting of a
regular hearing; even these decisions were written down.47 The Sententiae Hadriani
preserved in the so called Hermeneumata Leidensia, which are thought to reflect ver-
dicts made de plano, use the second-person form. In every one of these, the emperor

44 Pliny on the conventus-district of Apamea: NH 5.106. Hyrgaleis: references in Robert,
Villes d’Asie Mineure, 21962, 69 n. 2 and map, Pl. XVI. On the coinage, H. von Aulock,
Münzen und Städte Phrygiens 1, 1980, 60–63, 113–118. Inscription of Ephesus: Chr. Habicht,
JRS 65, 1975, 82–83.

45 Dionysopolis: Robert, Villes 127–140, 356; Habicht (previous n.) 82; von Aulock,
Münzen und Städte Phrygiens 2, 1987, 13–17, 52–63.

46 Robert, Le Martyre de Pionios, Prêtre de Smyrne, 1994, 114, on M. Pionii 20. 7, citing
J. Rea on P.Oxy. 51, 3614, 4.

47 D. Nörr, Zu einem fast vergessenen Konstitutionstyp: Interloqui de plano, Studi in onore
di Cesare Sanfilippo 3, 1983, 521–543 = Historiae iuris antiqui 3, 2003, 1503–1525; id., Apore-
mata Apokrimaton (P.Columbia 123), Proceedings of the Sixteenth International Congress of
Papyrology, American Studies in Papyrology 23, 1981, 575–604 = Historiae iuris antiqui 2, 2003,
1293–1322, esp. 592–596 = 1310–14.
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talks directly to the parties or to their representatives, both when passing judgement
and when leaving the case undecided. Sometimes one party initiates the appeal by
means of a written petition, while in others the text says merely that the person
«asked»; sometimes both sides are present, for example a father and his negligent son,
or a patronus and a group of freedmen represented by an advocatus, while elsewhere
the text mentions only one party. Since Hermogenes talks of Hadrian deciding «be-
tween» the two parties, and Hadrian addresses Apollodotos directly, it is likely that
both parties were present.48 A hearing partly preserved in the Digest might be cited in
favor of a different interpretation. Here Marcus Aurelius questions a certain Marcia-
nus in case involving a debt that he had reclaimed without going through the process
of law. The emperor ends his cross-questioning of Marcianus by stating as a general
principle that he will not give a claimant the ius crediti under such circumstances, but
he may have gone on to pronounce a specific verdict that is not preserved in the
extract.49

It has been seen that the letters IPLV in line 38 suggest a word based on the stem
dipl-, and that just below there occurs the phrase «you have clearly said» or, less prob-
ably, «you were clearly told» (diar‹dhn soi eúrhtai, 40). «Classical law did not provide
for costs to be paid by the defeated party. In theory there were no costs, and no doubt
in fact they were comparatively low. Even so, to be saddled with an unnecessary action
is always a hardship. [Hence] there were … actions in which a defendant by denying
liability exposed himself to double condemnation.» Gaius includes among actions in-
volving the poena dupli those on a debt owed because of a previous judgment (per ac-
tionem iudicati, Inst. 4.9). That might be the issue here, since the emperor reminds
Apollodotus of something he «clearly said» on a previous occasion.50

A newly published inscription deserves mention in this context. It is a decree of Ha-
drian issued after he had left the province of Asia in 129 on the familiar subject of the
abuses inflicted on cities and villages by soldiers passing through. Among other things
such soldiers had required breakfast, dinner, and barley as well as fodder for their ani-
mals.51 The present case seems not to involve supplies for a third party but rather cer-
eal crops which one party claims from another; the issue may have turned on the pro-
duce of land in dispute between the two, which had been assigned to the plaintiffs in a
previous hearing.

48 G. Goetz, Corpus Glossariorum Latinorum 3, 1882, 31–38; new edition by G. Flammini,
Hermeneumata Pseudodositheana Leidensia, 2004, 67–77.

49 Dig. 48. 7. 7 (on the claimant, PIR2 M 209a).
50 Poena dupli: M. Kaser, Das römische Privatrecht 1, 21971, index s.v. The passage quoted is

F. de Zulueta, The Institutes of Gaius 2, 1953, 298.
51 T. Hauken – H. Malay, A New Edict of Hadrian from the Province of Asia setting Regu-

lations for requisitioned Transport, in: R. Haensch (ed.), Selbstdarstellung und Kommuni-
kation, 2009, 327–348.
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Language

The inscription is a example of bilingualism in the fullest sense, in that it moves be-
tween Latin and Greek for different parts of the text, a phenomenon that J. N. Adams
has called «code-switching», and the Greek and the Latin parts each betray the in-
fluence of the other language.

The first lines, from the opening date at least as far as line 4, show the influence of
Latin in the dative used for the consular dates, the borrowing l›bello« as opposed
to the fully Greek bibl›dion below, and the general resemblance to the descriptum et
recognitum formula of Latin official documents. At Şapcılar these opening lines prob-
ably reflect the Greek of a bilingual scribe rather than a translation, since where
the text certainly reproduces a Latin original, it uses Latin.52 The parts in continuous
Latin (19–18) use the language of the master document because Latin, as the language
of power, conveyed the unassailability of Hadrian’s reply; presumably few inhabitants
of the ^°rgaletikÌn ped›on could read it, but this part might also prove useful to
show to future Roman officials in case the same dispute, or a similar one, arose in the
future.53 Finally, the hearing of which the record begins in line 31, even though Ha-
drian’s verdict is the only part preserved, and was perhaps the only one incorporated
in the inscribed text, resembles the imperial hearing of Caracalla at El Dmeir, and also
hearings preserved from Roman Egypt, in giving the speaker’s name in Latin and his
words in Greek, Adams’ «code-switching». Hadrian speaks Greek not only because
of his familiarity with the language but as an act of linguistic «accommodation», using
his second language to «accommodate» the language of his audience.54
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52 Bilingual translator: Adams 70–84: «Texts which implicitly reflect a bilingual situation».
On «inscriptions latinisantes» in Asia Minor, Robert, BCH 101, 1977, 45–52 = Documents
d’Asie Mineure, 1987, 3–10.

53 Adams 32: «Such public bilinguals as there are in Greek regions might sometimes have
included Latin for symbolic purposes: the very presence of Latin, even if it is not understood,
symbolises the romanness of imperial power.»

54 «Code-switching» in records of hearings: Adams 383–390. «Accommodation» as a mark
both of considerateness and of condescension: Adams 576–577.
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